
DB6015    
    
The ultimate upgrade made from Silicon Nitride, robust and durable. This direct drop in upgrade replaces AO 
Smith 100110355    

    

• 3 year warranty    

• Simple to fit    

• Direct drop in replacement    

• Used in following     

• Replaces the following Part Number; AO Smith 10011035    
    
Replaces    
100110355  
9005256015    
183267    
1835273-000    
    
Used in    
    
FPSH-40/50   FPST-50    
 

   
 
Warranty   

   
Direct Brand will, during the period of warranty from the date of purchase, replace the igniter, free of 
charge, where it is faulty due to defective materials or workmanship.   

   
This warranty is only valid in the United States of America and Canada, 3 years from date of purchase, 
and on production of the original sales receipt or invoice together with the faulty product.   

   
You may not claim under this warranty when the igniter is damaged as a result of accident, 
commercial use, fair wear and tear or misuse (including, without limitation failure to use the igniter 
for its normal purpose, in accordance with the instructions or use in a manner inconsistent with 
applicable local technical or safety standards).   

   
Any adaptation or adjustment to, or alteration of, the igniter carried out for any reason, whether 
properly carried out or not. Where permitted under applicable law, this warranty will be your sole and 
exclusive remedy for breach of any warranty, guarantee or condition, express or implied, in respect of 



this product and neither Direct Brand nor their suppliers will be liable for any incidental or 
consequential loss or damage.   
 

    
  Fitting Instructions 

 

 

   
Please read all these instructions to the end carefully before beginning installation.   

   
1. Identify which type of hot surface igniter is inside your appliance.   
   
2. Unplug your existing igniter, retaining all fittings, and match it up with diagrams above (this can 

also be done by comparing the top end view of the base type).   
   
3. Compare the position of the ridge on your existing igniter carefully to the top view diagram. 

Ensure that you have the correct igniter type. Take your time to identify this carefully.   
   
4. Referring to the centre bottom diagram, break off the tabs indicated, preferably with thin nose 

pliers.   
   
5. Cut off the plug from your appliance, as close to the plug as possible. Make sure there is 

enough lead to work with. Bare one quarter of an inch of wire.   
   
6. Fit the universal adaptor to the appliance using existing screws.   
Once the universal adaptor is fitted, screw the igniter into the adaptor, as per the final diagram, 
using the screw provided.   

   
7. Attach the wires from the appliance onto the igniter, by twisting the bared ends together, 

matching one wire from the igniter, to one wire from the controller (please refer to diagram).   
   

8. Finally, take the terminal caps provided and screw down tight over the joined bare wires, 
ensuring that no bare wires are showing. If necessary, the igniter wires can be cut to length.   

   

9. Check installation is secure and safe, routing leads away from the burner.   
   

   

  
   
Commissioning 1. Turn on the gas supply and electrical supply to 
the appliance.   

  

Fitting Instructions       


